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RESEARCH OF PSEUDOKARSTIC CAVES OF CEROVA 
VRCHOVINA (SOUTH SLOVAKIA) IN THE LAST CENTURY

Ludovxt Gad I

Cerova vrehovina captivated on attention of explo
rers already in the beginning of last century to 
extraordinary natural scientific and cultural values. 
These interesting mountains are extended on both side 
of Slovak-Hungarian frontier. 'Hie most valuable parts 
of it arc declared as protected region which are well 
known in Slovakia under name “Cerova vrehovina” 
and in Hungary as “Karancs-.Medves”.

The significant carriers of natural values are basalts 
which prevailingly got on sandstone surface at end of 
pliocene and beginning of pleistocene. At present they 
are fomiing relative well preserved forms of volcanic 
reliefe -  cones, stuffings of volcanic chimneys, lava 
streams, necks and remains of craters (maars). They 
form important countryside dominants, often by rock 
cliffs and by different forms of separation and disin
tegration. Back in 1817 CH. A. ZIPSER and in 1822 
F. S. BEUDANT wrote about interesting five and six 
flanked columned separation of basalts in locality 
Somoska (Somosko). Besides these forms in Cerova 
vrehovina occur also different types of pseudokarstic 
caves. According to up-to-date notes (L. GAAL-I. 
ESZTERIIAS 1990) are widespread on basalt hills 
Ragac. Zaboda and Poliansky hrad (Poganyvar) in 
surroundings of village Hajnacka (Ajnacsko). In first 
two localities the caves got become well known in 
passed decade (besides volcanic well at Ragac. which 
was well known by locale inhabitants long ago). In 
the measurement bigger pseudokarst ic caves and fol
lowing natural interesting things at Pohansky hrad 
(Poganyvar) got become object of intense research 
already in second part of last century.

The first research worker who described at great 
length this region was geologist Jozsef Szabo. He 
visited the Pohansky hrad (Poganyvar) at first time in 
1860. but research in detail he did later since 5th to 
8 April in 186-4 together with Gabor Kemcny and

Fig. 1. Pseudokarst ic caves after J. NY ARY (1870)

with a measure man, captain Muszinsky. They made 
new topography map of region with mark of extension 
of chief mineral types. J. Szabo gave geology descrip
tion in detail about Pohansky hrad and it’s surround
ings. He solved genetic questions of basaIt volcanisme 
and characterized in outline the external forms (J. 
SZABO 1865). In spite of description in detail he didn't 
mention the caves.

Four years later Pohansky hrad was visited by 
archaeologist Jeno Nyary in spring of 1868. He 
investigated clues after late fort on plain (remains of 
basalts circumference wall, earth heaps, brickbuilt 
hills). Nevertheless, on south brim of plain between 
accumulated boulders of stone sea he discovered a 
gap of underground spaces. One of his assistants went 
in cave with torch. He succeded return, but only after 
long time and with not a little fear. When they visited 
the region second time Nyary sent his helpmate into 
the underground spaces again, but he bound line on 
his arm. The assistant returned soon with many 
fragment of crockeries and bones of animals (J. 
NYARY 1870). We can consider this news as first
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informations in writing about pseudokarstic caves of 
Poliansky brad.

In summer of 1869 J. Nyary went back to Poliansky 
brad with the aim of doing archaeological research in 
detail, lie went into cave himself and considering that 
boulders were dangerously hanged he started to do 
excavation very carefully. Me obtained rich archaeo
logical material, especially bronze jewels and objects 
from iron, bones, stones and clays (J. NYARY 1870).

J. Nyary' described the researched cave. Under
ground spaces are formed by basalt boulders which 
accumulated without whatever system and therefore 
to describe and to identity it is very difficult. In spite 
of it. it*s possible to conclude that the first and second 
caves researched by him present spaces behind en
trance No. I. and V. caves marked at present as 
“Labyrint" with comprehensive length of passage 152 
m (L GAAL-I. ESZTERHAS 1990). Hie third recon
sidered cave is probably nowadays “Nad kamennym 
morom”. Nyary marked every spaces as cave (“bar
king") in front of them there is smaller vestibule 
(“pitvar") (Fig. 1). He stated, he was in ten such caves, 
but he dug only in three. He preceived, that under
ground spaces dispose with scent opening, over which 
inhabitants of cave were getting lights and fresh air. 
He supposed that underground spaces which are 
arranged in many floors could grant dwelling and 
protection for many thousand people and animals. He 
considered origin of caves as well as accumulating of 
basalts boulders as result of earthquake. F. ROMER 
(1869. p. 10) made mention in similar interpretation 
about Poliansky brad and about caves.

S\V entrance o f cave “Nad kamennym morom

From mentioned review of research followed in the 
end of last century people devoted big attention for 
natural and cultural values of this region. Unfortu
nately the following research in next decades were in 
stagnation. Hie locality was reconsidered again only 
before and after second world war (for example L. 
JUGOVICS 1948, J. B/\RTA 1963). Management of 
protected region Cerova vrehovina planing to return 
to this rare locality again and to execute an inventary 
research of natural values in the coming future with 
the aim of doing documents about quality of nature’s 
components and to secure the effective protection for 
region.

L. Gaal 
L. Svotxxtu 9/93 
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The Labyrint Cave (photos by I. Gonczdl)
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